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Gas Accretion in Cosmological Numerical Simulations

EAGLE (Shaye+15)

Cosmological accretion still present in the local Universe
One could use many arguments (SA+14, A&ARev.; SA17, ASSL), e.g.,
the existence of the so-called Fundamental Metallicity Relation (FMR; Ellison+08,
Mannucci+10; Lara-Lopez+10): Given a galaxy mass, the metallicity decreases as the
star-formation increases
Mannucci+10
(Observations)

SA&DallaVecchia 18, ApJ
(EAGLE simulation)

Numerical simulations naturally produce a FMR, which
results from cosmological gas accretion

Yates+12 (semianalytical model)

Tumlinson+17,ARA&A
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The MgII absorption occur perferentially at 0 o
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The metallicity distribution of MgII absorption
is bimodal, ZΘ and 3%ZΘ, (Lehner+13). z < 1

The two components represent inflows and outflows
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Wisotzki+18
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- Diffuse emission

Olmo-Garcia 19

Blue color correspond to line emission

But see also Herenz+17 ….

Thus, the gas-phase metallicity is the key parameter to distinguish cosmological gas
accretion from recycled material …

(A).- Using the region of Lya to determine metallicities (e.g., Perez-Montero &
Amorín 17, MNRAS) will allow BlueMUSE to sample the cosmic noon, redshifts
from 2 to 3. It can be used for galaxies … but also for the CGM and IGM
(B).- I will focus on the IGM and CGM at lower redshift (< 0.4 ), where Ha is
still detectable with RedMUSE . Important for (at least) two reasons:

1.- To secure the metallicity measurements using the direct method.
2.- To calibrate other (strong-line) methods to be used at higher redshifts.

(SA+16, ApJ)
In practice, the simplest DM applied in HII regions uses

[OIII]5007

- density from [SII]λ6731/ [SII]λ6717
(also [OII]λ3729/[OII]λ3729)
- temperature from [OIII]λ4363/[OIII]λ5007
Temperature is the critical factor so DM is
often called Te-method.
If [OIII]λ4363 is 10-2 x fainter than [OII]λ5007 (~Ha) and BlueMUSE reaches
a SB limit around 10-21 (cgs units; as MUSE does; Wisotzki+18), it could be
detected in Ha haloes of 10-19 (cgs units).....

The DM is needed in this context
- The emitting plasma has unknown properties
- To calibrate strong line methods for the study of the diffuse CGM
and IGM gas elsewhere using less sensible instrumentation.
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Geil & Mutch 19

Pop III stellar population produced when the Universe was metal-free and the
cooling was dominated by molecular Hydrogen (H2). They are characterized by
high masses and extreme UV emission, able to ionize He twice (e.e., Bromm and
Larson 04, ARA&A; Bromm 13, RPPh).
- Produced the first metals, which help speeding up the cooling and so
help producing successive generations of stars.
- May also contribute to the re-ionization of the Universe.
- Their continuum UV spectrum ionizes the gas around them.
Recombination of He produces a nebular emission spectrum, with HeI
and HeII lines in the far UV.
- However … there is a full-fledged IGM between them and us, which makes
impossible for these UV He resonance lines to reach us.
… or maybe not completely impossible!

Tumlinson+03, ApJ
(+Schaerer02, A&A)

The resonance lines of HeI (584 A) and HeII (303A) are also emitted, and
they are fairly intense...
IHeII 303/IHe II1640 ~
10

IHeI 584/IHe II1640 ~
10

… but they get absorbed by the CGM. Do they?

(Line ratios from NIST)

Gunn-Petterson trough

Lya @ z=6.42
QSO spectra from z=6.4 to 5.7

Fan+06, AJ, 132, 117

Spectral range
covered by BlueMuse
HeI and HeII resonance line
photons could make it though
because they would be absorbed
well within the rei-onization
epoch.
Lya cross section (~10-13 cm2 )
~ 104 x photo-ionization cross section
~ 1011 x e- scattering cross section
(e.g., Lang98; Dijksta17)

Identification: the detection of both HeI (RedMUSE up to z=14) and HeII
(BlueMUSE) can be used to identify the two lines.
(A lot of) Troubles: (1) since HeI 584 starts to be absorbed for plasma when the
re-ionization was not completed. (2) Target selection (IR sources)? (3) QSO vs
PopIII? (4) …

1.- I have just put forward two science projects to be carried out
with BlueMUSE (+RedMUSE) … but in they are in a stage not much
further than hand-waving. Quantifying their viability requires quite
some work but is doable.

2.- Project 1: Measure the metallicity of the CGM and IGM in local galaxies
using the DM. Good to assess the properties of the gas … and also to
calibrate strong-line methods to be used elsewhere.
3.- Project 2: Detect PopIII stars through their emission in the resonant
lines of HeI and HeII (reshifts 5—9, HeI, and 10—20 HeII). By the time
to be absorbed by H, the Universe is already fully ionized.

Urania,
Urania
the MUSE of
astronomy, always
dresses in BLUE

… To me, this is a clear prophecy

